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Martin Jay 

SCOPIC REGIMES OF MODERNITY 

The modern era, it is often alleged,l has been dominated by the 

sense of Sight in a way that set it apart from its premodern pre

decessors and poss ibly its postmodern successor. Beginning with 

the Renaissance and the scientific revolution, modernity has 

been normally considered resolutely ocuJarcentric, The im'ention 

of printing, according to the familiar argwnent of McLuhan and 

Ong,l reinforced the pri\'ileging of the \'isual abetted by such in

ventions as the telescope and the microscope. "The perceptual 

field thus constituted," concludes a typical account, " was funda

mentally nonreAexive, visual and quantitati\·e,"3 

Although the implied characterization of different eras in 

this generalization as more fa\'orably inclined to other senses 

should not be taken at face \·a]ue,4 it is difficult to deny that the 

visual has been dominant in modern Western culture in a wide 

variety of \\'ays. Whethcr we focus on "the mirror of nature" 

metaphor in philosophy with Richard Rorty or emphasize the 

prevalence of sun'eillance with Michel Foucault or bemoan the 

society of the spectacle with Guy Debord,5 we confront again 

and again the ubiquity of vis ion as the master sense of the mod

ern era, 

But what preCisely constitutes the \·isual culture of this era 

is not so readily apparent. Indeed, we might well ask, borrowing 

Christian Metz's term, is thcre one unified "scopic regime"6 of 

the modern or are there se\'cral , perhaps competing ones? For, 

as Jacqueline Rose has recently reminded us, "our predous his

tory is not the petrified block of a Single \'isual space since, 

looked at obliquely, it can always be seen to conta in its moment 
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of unease."? In fact, may there possibly be several such mo

ments, which can be discerned, if often in repressed form, in the 

modern era? If so, the scopic regime of modernity may best be 

understood as a contested terrain, rather than a harmoniously 

integrated complex of visual theories and practices. It may, in 

fact, be characterized by a differentiation of visual subcultures, 

whose separat ion has allowed us to understand the multiple im

plications of sight in ways that are now only beginning to be ap

preciated. That new understanding, I want to suggest, may well 

be the product of a radica l reversa l in the hierarchy of visual 

subcultures in the modern scopic regime. 

Before spelling out the competing ocular fi elds in the mod

ern era as I understand them, I want to make clear that I am 

presenting only very crude ideal typical characterizations, which 

can easily be faulted for their obvious d istance from the complex 

rea lities they seek to approximate" I am also not suggesting that 

the three main visual subcultures I single out for special atten

tion exhaust all those that might be discerned in the lengthy and 

loosely defined epoch we call modernity" But, as will soon be

come apparent, it will be challenging enough to try to do justice 

in the limited space I have to those I do want to highlight as 

most significant" 

Let me begin by turning to what is normally claimed to be 

the dominant, even totally hegemonic, visua l model of the mod

ern era , that which we can identi fy with Renaissance notions of 

perspective in the visual arts and Cartesian ideas of subject ive 

rationality in philosophy. For convenience, it can be called Car

tesian perspectivalism" That it is often assumed to be equivalent 

to the modern scopic regime per se is illustrated by two remarks 

from prominent commentators" The first is the claim made by 

the art historian William Ivins, Jr., in his An and Geometry of 

1946 that "the history of art during the five hundred years that 

have elapsed since Alberti wrote has been little more than the 

story of the slow diffusion of his ideas through the artists and 
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peoples of Europe. "M The second is from Richard Rorty's \\"ide ly 

discussed Philosop~r and che Mirror oj Noture. puhlished in 1979: 

" in the Cartesian model the intellect inspects entities modeled on 

retinal images" " " . In Descartes' conception-the one that be

came the basis for 'modern' epistemo log~·- it is represencotions 

which are in the 'mind_'''~ The assumpt ion expressed in these 

citations that Cartesian perspecti,"alism is the reigning ,"isual 

model of modernity is often ti ed to the further contention that 

it succeeded in becoming so because it best expressed the "natu

ral" experience of Sight ,·alorized by the scient ific ,,·orld d ew" 

When the assumed equh"alence bet\\"een scientific obsen "at ion 

and the natura l world was disputed, so too ,\·as the domination 

of this ,-isual subculture, a salient instance being Erwin Pan-

of sky's celebrated critique of pcrspecti,·c as merely a CQ m·en

tiona 1 symboliC form" [0 

But for a ,"c ry long time Cartesian perspecti,·a lism was 

identified with the modern scopic regime roue court. With full 

awareness of the schematic nature of what folio\\"s, let me try to 

establish its most important characterist ics. There is, of course, 

an immense literature on the discovery, rediscQ\·e ry, or im·ention 

of perspecti ve -all three terms are used depending on the 

writer's interpretation of ancient ,·isual knowledge-in the ital

ian Quattrocento. Brunelleschi is traditionallv accorded the 

honor of being its practical im"entor or discowrer, wh ile Alberti 

is almost unh·e rsally acknowledged as it'i first theoretical inter

preter . From I\-ins, Panofsky, and Krautheimer to Edgerton, 

White, and Kubon·, II scholars ha,"e im"estigated ,"ir tua ll \" c'"er\" , , , 
aspect of the perspecti,·a list re,·olution, technical, aesthetic, psy

chological, re ligiOUS, e'·en economic and polit ical. 

Despite many still disputed issues, a rough consensus seems 

to have emerged around the fo llOWing points. GrOWing out of 

the late medic,"a l fascination with the metaphysical implications 

of light- light as di,·ine lux rather than pe rceh-ed lumen- linear 

perspecth"e came to symbolize a harmony bet\\"een the mathe-



matical regularities in opticS and God's will. Even after the re

ligious underpinnings of this equation were eroded, ~he favorable 

connotations surrounding the allegedly objective optical order 

remained powerfully in place. These positive associations had 

been displaced from the objects, often religious in content , de

picted in earlier painting to the spatial relations of the perspec

tival canvas themselves. T his new concept of space was geo

metrically isotropic, rectilinear, abstract, and uniform. The velo 

or veil of threads Alberti used to depict it conventionalized that 

space in a way that anticipated the grids so characteristic of 

twent ieth-century art , although, as Rosalind Krauss has re

minded us, Alberti's veil was assumed to correspond to external 

reality in a way that its modernist successor did not . i2 . 

The three-dimensional, rationalized space of perspectival 

vision could be rendered on a two-dimensional surface by fol

lowing all of the transformational rules spelled out in Alberti's 

De Pirwra and later treatises by Viator, DUrer, and others. The 

basic device was the idea of symmetrical visual pyramids or 

cones with one of their apexes the receding vanishing or centric 

point in the painting, the other the eye of the painter .or the b~~ 
holder. T he transparent window that was the canvas, m Alberti s 
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famous metaphor, could also be understood as a Rat mirror re

Aecting the geometricalized space of the scene depicted back 

onto the no less geometricalized space rad iating out from t he 

viewing eye. 

Significantly, that eye was singular, rather than the two 

eyes of normal binocular vision. It was conceived in the manner 

of a lone eye looking through a peephole at the scene in front of 

it. Such an eye was, moreover, understood to be static, unblink

ing, and fixated, rather than dynami C, moving with what later 

scientists would call " saccadic" jumps from one focal point to 

another. In Norman Bryson's terms, it followed the logic of the 

Gaze rather than the Glance, thus producing a visual take that 

was eternalized, reduced to one "point of view," and disem

bodied. In what Bryson ca lls the "Founding Perception" of the 

Cartesian perspectivalist tradition, 

the aaze '!! the painter arrests the flux if phenomena, comemplares the 

visual field from a vamage-poine outside the mobility if duration, in 

an eternal momem if disclosed presence; while in the momem if view

ina, the viewina subjea unites his aaze with the Founding Perception, 

in a momene if perfect recreation if that fi rst epiphao/. 13 
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A number of implications follO\ved from the adoption of this vi

sual order. The abstract coldness of the perspectival gaze meant 

the withdrawal of the painter's emotional entanglement with the 

objects depicted in geometricalized space. The pa~ti~i~atory .in

"olvement of more absorpti"e visual modes "vas dlmlOlshed, If 

not entirelv suppressed, as the gap between spectator and spec

tacle wide~ed. The moment of erotic projection in vision-what 

d " I d . "14 
St. August ine had anxiously condemne as ocu ar eSlre -

. It " the bodies of the painter and viewer were forgotten "as os a.~ h 
in the name of an allegedly disincarnated, absolute eye. Althoug 

such a gaze could, of course, sti ll fall on objects of desire- . 

think, for example, of the female nude in DUrer's famous pnnt 

of a draftsman drawing her through a screen of perspectival 

threads IS _ it did so largely in the service of a reifying male look 

that turned its targets into stone. The marmoreal nude drained 

of its capacity to arouse desire was at least tendentially the out

come of this development. Despite important exceptions, such as 

Carayaggio's seductive boys or Titian's Venus cif Urbina, the ~udes 
themsekes fail to look out at the "iewer, radiating no erotiC en

ergy in the other direction. Only much later in .the histo,ry o,f 

Western art, with the brazenly shocking nudes m Man~t s D~
jeuner sur l'herbe and Otl'mpia, did the crossing of the vIewer s 

gaze with that of the subject finally occur. By then the ra

tionalized "isual order of Cartesian perspectival ism was already 

coming under attack in other ways as well. . 
In addition to its de-eroticizing of the visual order, It had 

also fostered what might be called de-narratiyization or de-tex

tualization. That is, as abstract, quantitatively conceptualized 

space became more interesting to the artist than th~ qualitatively 

differentiated subjects painted within it, the rendermg of the 

scene became an end in itself. Alberti, to be sure, had empha

sized the use of perspective to depict isroria, ennobling stories, 

but in time they seemed less important than the visual skill 

shown in depicting them. Thus the abstraction of artistic form 
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from any substantive content, which is part of the cliched his

tory of twentieth-century modernism, was already prepared by 

the perspecti"al revolution five centuries earl ier. What Bryson in 

his book Word and Image call s the diminution of the discursive 

function of painting, its telling a story to the unlettered masses, 

in fayor of its figural function,16 meant the increaSing autonomy 

of the image from any ex trinsic purpose, religious or otherwise. 

The effect of realism was conse<juently enhanced as canvases 

were filled with more and more information that seemed unre

lated to any narrative or textual function. Cartesian perspectival

ism was thus in league with a scientific world view that no 

longer hermeneutically read the world as a divine text, but 

rather saw it as situated in a mathematica lly regular spatio-tem

poral order filled 'with natural objects that could only be ob

served from without by the dispassionate eye of the neutral 

researcher. 

It was also complicitous, so many commentators have 

claimed, with the fundamentally bourgeOiS ethic of the modern 

world. According to Edgerton, Florentine businessmen with 

their newly im'ented technique of double-entry bookkeeping may 

have been "more and more disposed to a visual order that would 

accord wi th the tidy principles of mathematical order that they 

applied to their bank ledgers."17 John Berger goes so far as to 

claim that more appropriate than the Albertian metaphor of t he 

window on the world is that of "a safe let into a wall, a sa fe in 

which the visible has been deposited."IB It was, he contends, no 

accident that the invention (or rediscovery) of perspect i\'e ,'ir

tuaUy coincided with the emergence of the Qil painting detached 

from its conte .. t and available for buying and selling. Separate 

from the painter and the viewer, the visual field depicted on the 

other side of the canvas could become a portable commodity 

able to enter the circulation of capitalist exchange. At the same 

time, if philosophers like Martin Heidegger are correct, the nat

ural world was transformed through the technolOgical ,vorld 
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view into a "standing reserve" for the sUT\'eillance and manip

ulation of a dominating subject, 19 

Cartesian perspectival ism has, in fact, been the target of a 

widespread phjlosophical critique, which has denounced its pri\'

ileging of an ahistorical, disinterested, disembodied subject en

tirely outside of the world it claims to know only from afar, The 

questionable assumption of a transcendental subjectivity charac

teristic of universalist humanism, which ignores our embedded

ness in what Maurice Merleau-Ponty liked to call the Aesh of the 

world , is thus tied to the "high altitude" thinking characteristic 

of this scopic regime, In many accounts, this entire tradition has 

thus been subjected to wholesale condemnation as both false and 

pernicious, 

Looked at more closely, however, it is possible to discern 

internal tensions in Cartesian perspectiyalism itself that suggest 

it was not quite as uniformly coercive as is sometimes assumed, 

Thus, for example, John White distinguishes between what he 

terms "artificial perspective," in which the mirror held up to 

nature is Rat, and "synthetic perspecti\'c," in which that mirror 

is presumed to be concave, thus producing a curved rather than 

planar space on the canvas, Here, according to White, Paolo 

Uccello and Leonardo da Vinci were the major innovators, offer

ing a "spherical space which is homogeneous, but by no means 

simple, and which possesses some of the qualities of Einstein's 

fini te infinity,"lO Although artificial perspective was the domi

nant model, its competitor \vas never entirely forgotten, 

Michael Kubovy has recently added the observation that 

what he ca lls the "robustness of perspective"l l meant that Ren

aissance canvases could be successfully dewed from more than 

the imagined apex of the beholder's \' isual pyramid, He criticizes 

those .. " ho najvely identify the rules of perspect ive established by 

its theoretical champions with the actual practice of the artists 

themseh'es, Rather than a procrustean bed, they were practically 

subordinated to the exigencies of perception, which means that 
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denunciations of their failings are often directed at a straw man 
(or at least his straw eye), 

Equa lly problematic is the subject pOsition in the Cartesian 

perspecth'a list epistemology, For the monocular eye at the apex 

of beholder's pyramid could be construed as transcendental and 

uniye rsal - that is, exactly the same for any human viewer oc

cupying the same point in time and space-or contingent 

solely dependent on the particular, individual vision of distinct 

beholders, with their own concrete relations to the scene in . 

front of them, When the former was e.x plicitly transformed into 

the lat ter, the relativist ic impl icat ions of perspect ival ism could 

be eaSily drawn, Even in the nineteenth century, th is potential 

was apparent to thinkers like Leibniz, although he generally 

sought to escape its more troubling implications. These were not 

expliCitly stressed and than praised until the late nineteenth cen

tury by such thinkers as Nietzsche, If (' ,'eryone had his or her 

own camera obscura with a distinctly different peephole, he 

gleefully concluded, then no transcendental world ,'iew was 
poss ible,11 

Finally, the Cartesian perspecti,'alist tradition conta ined a 

potential for internal contestation in the possible uncoupling of 

the painter's \'i ew of the scene from that of the presumed be

holder, Interestingl), Bryson ident ifies this dc,'elopment with 

Ve rmeer, who represents for ..... him a second state of pcrspect iyal

ism even more disincarnatcd th;-il that of Alberti, "The bond 

with the ,'icwer's physique is broken and thc \'ie\\'ing subject," 

he writes, " is now proposed and assumed as a notional pOint, a 
non-empirical Gaze, "13 

What makes this last obsen 'ation so sugg:es ti\'e is the open

ing it proddes for a consideration of an alternati\'e scopic regime 

that may be understood as more than a slilwariant of Cartesian 

perspecth'a lism, Although I cannot pretend to be a serious stu

dent of Vermeer ab le to guarrel with)~r'yson's interpretation of 

his work, it might be lIseful to si t uate the painter in a different 

II 
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context from the one we have been discussing. That is, we might 

include him and the Dutch seventeenth-century art of which he 

was so great an exemplar in a dsual culture very different from 

that we associate with Renaissance perspective, one which 

S"etlana Alpers has recently called The Art if Describina. 24 

According to Alpers, the hegemonic role of Italian painting 

in art history has occluded an appreciation of a second tradition, 

which flourished in the seventeenth-century Low Countries. 

Borrowing Georg Lukacs's distinction between narration and de

scription, which he used to contrast realist and natur.alis~ ficti~n, 
~e argues that Italian Renaissance art, for all its fascmatlo~ wIth 

the techniques of perspective, still held fast to the storytellmg 

function for which they were used. In the Renaissance, the 

world on the other side of Alberti's window, she writes , "was a 

stage in which human figures performed significant actions 
. ms N th based on the tex ts of the poets. It is a narratIve art. - or ern 

art, in contrast, suppresses narrative and textual reference in 

fa"or of description and visual surface. Rejecting the privileged, 

constituti" e role of the monocular subject, it emphasizes instead 

the prior existence of a world of objects depicted on the Rat ~an
vas a world indifferent to the beholder's position in front of It. 

Th~s world , moreover, is not contained entirely within the frame 

of the Albertian w indow, but seems instead to extend beyond it. 

Frames do exist around Dutch pictures, but they are arbitrary 

and without the totalizing function they serve in Southern art . 

If there is a model for Dutch art, it is the map ''lith its un

apologetically flat surface and its willingness to include words as 

well as objects in its visual space. Summarizing the difference 

between the art of describing and Cartesian perspectival ism, 

Alpers posits the following oppositions: 

aHenrion to many small thinas versus a Jew larae ones; baht rllecred 

cfJ objecrs ~'ersus objecrs modeled by baht and shadow; the surface if 
objects, their colors and textures, deah with rather chan cheir place-
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menc in a leaible space; an wiframed imaae versus one chac is clear!J 

framed; one wich no clear!! siwated I'iewer compared to one with such 

a viewer. The disrincLion fo11oll's a hierarchical model if distinauishina 

between phenomena commonl), r:Jerred to as primary and secondary: 

objeccs and space versus the surfaces, forms I'USUS the (extures if the 

world. 26 

If there is a philosophical correlate to Northern art, it is 

not Cartesianism with its faith in a geometricalized, rationalized , 

essentially intellectual concept of space but rather the more em

pirical "isual experience of observationally oriented Baconian 

empiricism. In the Dutch context Alpers identifies it wi th Con

stantin Huygens. The nonmathematical impulse of this tradition 

accords well with the indifference to hierarchy, proportion, and 

analogical resemblances characteristic of Cartesian perspectival

ism. Instead, it casts its attentiye eye on the fragmentary, de

tailed, and richly articulated surface of a world it is content to 

describe rather than explain. Like the microscopist of the seven

teenth century- Leeuwenhoeck is her prime example-Dutch 

art savors the d iscrete particularity of yisual experience and re

sists the temptation to allegorize or typologize what it sees, a 

temptation to which she claims Southern art readily succumbs. 

In two Signi ficant \vays, the art of describing can be said to 

haye anticipated later visual models, however much it was subor

dinated to its Cartesian perspectivalist riyal. As we ha"e already 

noted, a direct fi liation between Alberti 's velo and the grids of 

modernist art is problematic because, as Rosalind Krauss has ar

gued, the former assumed a three-dimensional world out there 

in nature, whereas the latter did not. A more likely predecessor 

can thus be located in the Dutch art based on the mapping im

pulse. As Alpers notes, 

Althouah the arid thor Ptolem), proposed, and those thal Mercator larer 

imposed, share the mathematical uniformity if the Renaissance perspec

tive arid, they do not shore the positioned viewer, the frame, and the 
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defini tion cif the picwre as a lVindo lV throu8 h which an enema/I'jewel 

looks. On rhese accounts the Prolemaic arid, indeed carto8raphic arids 

in aeneral, mUSt be distinguished from, nor corifused with, the perspec

rh'o f arid. The projecrion is, one miBhl say. viewed f rom nowhere. Nor 

is it (0 be looked rhrouah. It assumes a fiOt wotkins su:Jace.27 

Secondly\ the art of describing also anticipates the visual experi

ence produced by the nineteenth-century im"ention of photogra

phy. Both share a number of salient features: "fragmentariness, 

arbitrary frames, the immediacy that the first practitioners ex

pressed by claiming that the photograph gave Nature the power 

to reproduce herself directly unaided by man. " 28 The parallel 

frequently drawn between photography and the anti-perspec

tivalism of impressionist art, made for example by Aaron Scharf 

in his discllss ion of Degas,29 should thus be extended to include 

the Dutch art of the se\'enteenth century. And if Peter Galassi is 

correct in Brjore Photography, there was also a tradition of 

topographical painting- landscape sketches of a fragment of 

reality-that resisted Cartesian perspectival ism and thus pre

pared the way both for photography and the impressionist re

turn to two-dimensional canvases.30 How widespread or se lf

consciously oppositional such a tradition was I will leave to 

experts in art history to decide. What is important for our pur

poses is simply to register the existence of an alternative scopic 

regime even during the heyday of the dominant tradition. 

Alpers's attempt to characterize it is, of course, open to 

possible criticisms. The strong opposit ion between narration and 

description she posits may seem less firm if we recall the de-nar

rativizing impulse in perspectival art itself mentioned above. And 

if we can detect a certain fit between the exchange principle of 

cap ita lism and the abstract relational space of perspecti\"c, we 

might also discern a complementary fit between the valorization 

of material surfaces in Dutch art and the fetishism of com

modities no less characteristic of a market economy. In this 
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sense, both scopic regimes can be sa id to re\'cal different aspects 

of a complcx but unified phenomenon. just as Cartesian and 

Baconian philosophies can be said to be consonant, if in dif

ferent \\'ays, with the sc ientific world de\\". 

If, however, we turn to a third model of d sion, or what 

can be ca lled the second moment of unease in the dominant 

model, the possibilities for an e,'en more radical alternati\'c can 

be discerned. This third model is perhaps best identified with 

the baroque. At least as earl ~- as 1888 and Heinrich Woffiin's 

epochal study, Renaissance and Baroque, art historians have been 

tempted to postulate a perennial oscillation between two styles 

in both painting and architecture.31 In opposition to the lucid, 

linear, solid, fixed , planimetric, closed form of the Renaissance, 

or as Wolffiin late r called it, the classical style, the baroque was 

painterly, recessional, soft-focused, multiple, and open. Deri\'ed, 

at least according to one standard etymology, from the Por

tuguese word for an irregular, oddly shaped pearl , the baroque 

connoted the biza rre and peculiar, traits which were normally 

disdained by champions of clarity and transparency of form. 

Although it may be prudent to confine the baroque largely 

to the seventeenth century and link it with the Catholic Counter 

Reformation or the manipulation of popular culture by the 

newly ascendant absolutist state-as has, for e.xampic, the Span

ish historian Jose Antonio Mara\"all 12 - it may also be possible to 

see it as a permanent, if often repressed, \'isual poss ibility 

throughout the entire modern era. In the recent work of the 

French philosopher Christine Buci-Glucksmann, La raison baroque 

of 1984 and La folie du \"Oir of 1986,1.3 it is precisely the explos i\'e 

power of baroque \'ision' that is seen as the most Significant al

ternati\'e to the hegemonic \'isual style we ha\-e called Cartes ian 

perspectivalism. Celebrating the dazzling, disor ienting, ecstatic 

surplus of images in baroque visual exper ience, she emphasizes 

its reject ion of the monocular geometricali zation of the Carte

sian tradition, with its illusion of homogeneous three-dimen-
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sional space seen with a God's-eye-\"iew from afar. She also 

taCitly contrasts the Dutch art of describing, with its belief in 

legible surfaces and faith in the material solidity of the world its 

paintings map. with the baroque faSCination for opacity, unread

ability, and the indeCipherability of the reality it depicts. 

. For BUci-Glucksmann, the baroque self-conSCiously revels 

III the contradictions between surface and depth, disparaging as 

.a result any at tempt to reduce the multiplici ty of visual spaces 

mto anyone coherent essence. Sign ificantly, the mirror that it 

holds up to nature is not the Rat reAecting glass that Commenta

tors like Edgerton and White see as "ital in the development of 

rationalized or "analytic" perspective, but rather the anamor

phosistic mirror, either Concave or com'ex, that distorts the visual 

image-or, more preCisely, rneals the com'entional rather than 

natural quality of "normal" specularity by shOWing its depend

ence on the materiality of the medium of reAection. In fact, be

cause of its greater awareness of that materiality-what a recent 

commentator, Rodolphe Gasche, has drawn attention to as the 
" t ' f h . "34 b al~ 0 t e mirror - aroque \'isual experience has a strongly 
tactile or haptic quality, which prevents it from turning into the 

absolute ocularcentrism of its Cartesian perspccti" alist rival. 

In philosophical terms, although no one system can be seen 

as its correlate, Leibniz's pluralism of monadic ,·iewpoints.35 Pas

c~l '~ medi~at .io ns on paradox, and the Counter Reformat ion mys

tiCS submlsslon to "crtiginous experiences of rapture might all 

be seen as related to baroque vision. MoreO\'cr, the philosophy it 

favored self-conSciously eschewed the model of intellectual clar

~ty expressed in a literal language puri fied of ambiguity. Instead, 

It recognized the inextricabil ity of rhetoric and vision, which 

meant that images were signs and that concepts always contained 
an irredUCibly imagistic component. 

Baroque vision, Buci-Glucksma nn al so suggests, sought to 

represent the un representable and, necessarily f..liling, produced 

the melancho ly that Walter Benjamin in particular saw as 
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characteristic of the baroque sensibility. As such, it was closer to 

what a long tradition of aesthetics called the sublime, in contrast 

to the beautiful, because of its yearning for a presence that can 

never be fulfilled. Indeed, desire, in its erotic as well as meta

physical forms, courses through the baroque scopic regime. The 

body returns to dethrone the disinterested gaze of the disincar

nated Cartesian spectator. But unlike the return of the body 

celebrated in such twentieth-century philosophies of vision as 

Merleau-Ponty's, with its dream of meaning-laden imbrication of 

the viewer and the viewed in the flesh of the 'Norld, here it gen

erates only allegories of obscurity and opacity_Thus it truly pro

duces one of those "moments of unease" which Jacqueline Rose 

sees challenging the petrification of the dominant d sual order 

(the art of describing seeming in fact far more at ease in the 

world). 
A great deal more might be said about these three ideal 

typical visual cultures, but let me conclude by offering a few 

speculations, if I can use so visual a term, on their current sta

tus. First, it seems undeniable that we have ... vitnessed in the 

twentieth century a remarkable challenge to the hierarchical 

order of the three regimes. Although it would be foolish to claim 

that Cartesian perspectivalism has been driven from the field, 

the extent to which it has been denaturalized and Vigorously 

contested, in philosophy as well as in the visual arts, is truly re

markable. The rise of hermeneutics, the return of pragmatism, 

the profusion of linguistically oriented structuralist and 

poststructuralist modes of thought have all put the epistemolOgi

cal tradition derived largely from Descartes ve ry much on the 

defensive. And, of course, the alternative of Baconian observa

tion, which periodically resurfaces in variants of positivistic 

thought, has been no less vulnerable to attack, although one 

might argue that the \'isual practice with which it had an elec

tive affinity has shown remarkable resilience with the growing 

status of photography as a nonperspectival art form (or, if you 
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prefer, counter-art form). There are as well contemporary artists 

like the German Jewish, now Israeli painter Joshua Neustein, 

whose fascination with the flat materiality of maps has recently 

earned a comparison with Alpers's seventeenth-century 

Dutchmen. 36 

Still, if one had to Single out the scopic regime that has fi

nally come into its own in our time, it would be the "madness of 

vision" Bud-Glucksmann identifies with the baroque_ Even pho

tography, if Rosalind Krauss's recent work on the Surrealists is 

any indication,37 can lend itself to purposes more in line with 

this visual impulse than the art of mere describing. In the 

postmodern discourse that elevates the sublime to a position of 

superiority over the beautiful, it is surely the "palimpsests of the 

unseeable,"38 as Buci-Glucksmann calls baroque vision, that seem 

most compelling. And if we add the current imperati\-e to re

store rhetoric to its rightful place and accept the irreducible lin

guistic moment in vision and the equally insistent visual moment 

in language, the timeliness of the baroque alternative once again 

seems obvious. 

In fact, if I may conclude on a somewhat pen 'erse note, the 

radical dethroning of Cartesian perspectival ism may ha\-e gone a 

bit too far. In our haste to denaturalize it and debunk its claims 

to represent vision per se, we may be tempted to forget that the 

other scopic regimes I have qUickly sketched are themseh-es no 

more natural or closer to a "true" vision. GlanCing is not some

how innately superior to gazing. vision hostage to desire is not 

necessarily always better than casting a cold eyei a Sight from 

the situated context of a body in the world may not always see 

things that are d sible to a " high-altitude" or "God's-cye-\-iew." 

However we may regret the excesses of scientism, the Western 

scientific tradition may ha,-e only been made poss ible by Carte

sian perspecti\'alism or its complement, the Baconian art of de

scribing_ There may weII ha\-e been some link between the 

absence of such scopic regimes in Eastern cultures, especially the 
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former, and their general lack of indigenous scientifiC revolu

tions. In our scramble to scrap the rationalization of sight as a 

pernicious reification of visual Huidity. we need to ask what the 

costs of too uncritical an embrace of its alternatives may be. In 

the case of the art of describing. \ve might see another rei fica

tion at work. that which makes a fetish of the material surface 

instead of the three-dimensional depths. Lukacs's critique of nat

uralist description in literature, unmentioned by Alpers, might 

be applied to painting as well. In the case of baroque vision, we 

might wonder about the celebration of ocular madness, which 

may produce ecstasy in some, but bewilderment and confusion 

in others. As historians like Maravall have darkly warned, the 

phantasmagoria of baroque spectacle was easily used to manipu

late those who were subjected to it. The current vision of "the 

culture industry," to use the term Mara,'all borrows from 

Horkheimer and Adorno in his account of the seventeenth cen

tury, does not seem very threatened by postmodernist visual ex

periments in ula folie du voir." In fact , the opposite may well be 

the case. 
Rather than erect another hierarchy, it may therefore be 

more useful to acknowledge the plurality of scopic regimes now 

available to us. Rather than demonize one or another, it may be 

less dangerous to explore the implications, both positive and 

negative, of each. In so doing, we won't lose entirely the sense of 

unease that has so long haunted the visual culture of the West, 

but we may learn to see the virtues of differentiated ocular ex
periences. We may learn to wean ourselves from the fiction of a 

"true" vision and revel instead in the possibilities opened up by 

the scopic regimes we haw already invented and the ones, now 

SO hard to envision, that are doubtless to come. 
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